
Test Corrections                         Name:_____________________ 

Test/Quiz_______________________ 
  

Original# correct/total ___________ Revised #correct/total __________ 

Original Test Score  _____% Revised score: _______% 

 

Instructions: Complete corrections for each problem missed. You may earn up to 
½ credit back if you have thoughtfully completed the corrections. Incomplete 
corrections and reflections will not receive credit. You may use multiple sheets for 
corrections/work and staple. 
 

Question # Original Answer Corrected Answer: 

Updated and/or Corrected Work:  
The entire problem should be reworked and rewritten. If it 
is a multiple choice question, explain why the answer you’ve 
picked is the correct one. 

Reflect: Mathematically, what mistake was made?  

□ Computational     □ Careless     □ Precision 

□ Problem solving □ other _________________   

Explain in complete sentences (2-3) what specifically was 
done wrong, and how to complete the problem correctly. 
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